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State Power and Authority  
- Inheritance is the biggest sources of inequality in any country 


- Liberals may argue that should be 100% inheritance tax


- UK has inheritance tax


- What is power?


- Steven Lukes three faces of power

- The power to force someone to do something they wouldn’t otherwise 

(Hobbes, Plato, Dahl)


- ‘Agenda Setting’: the ability to decide what does, and what does not get 
talked about


- Sociology of power: (More subtle, complex and contested) the ability to 
shape preferences and desires (Marxist, Gramsci)


- The first face of power

- Most traditional view of power, “A has power over B to extent that he can get B 

to do something that B would not otherwise do” - Dahl


- Power differs between pluralists who see political power as distributed across 
multiple decision makers, and elitists who see political power as concentrated 
in the hands of a few


- Dahl found power to be distributed across networks of individuals; no office or 
person governs 

- Chances are there were few people that it all linked to at the top so can 

favour Elitism instead


- Instrumental Marxists talk of false consciousness: people want to stay in the 
system they’re in even if it harms them


- The second face of power


- Peter Bachrach and Morton Baratz response to Dahl, arguing a lot of the 
exercise of power is not decisions but non-decisions
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- Setting the agenda: what gets discussed and what doesn’t - power is vested in 
more invisible places


- Emphasis on the context and process through which decisions are made not 
the decisions themselves


Gun control after Sandy Hook - Filibuster conducted and couldn’t get 60 
person majority to break it


- The third face of power


- The ability to influence the wants and needs of individuals


- Critique of behaviouralist focus of both other faces 

-  Power is not just exercised by individuals, power comes from sociological 

system that shapes interests


- First two faces focus on specific conflicts but Lukes argues power is often 
outside of these conflicts


- Lukes built on Antonio Gramsci’s ideas about hegemony


- The original marxist model was too based on people and their economic 
relationships so the reason there wasn’t a revolution was because the state 
persuaded them not to


- Power is exercised by shaping interests of people through ideological means


- Abercrombie and Scott disagree


- Assumes that people have fixed and identifiable interests

- Lukes says this was power exerted by the state


- Democracy is an exercise of power: makes us think we have control over 
our lives but in reality its controlled by the powerful


- Much more systematic and keeps people quiescent 


India caste system: uses religion to make people believe they are born 
into whichever class


- Power in Liberal Democracy

- Theory and Practice in a Liberal democracy
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- Theory: Liberals tend to prefer pluralist power structures as a guard against 
absolutism and to protect freedom (SoP)


- Practice: Elitist results: Eton => Oxford/Cambridge = Power


- What sort of power should the state have?


- Theory: Harm principle: limited scope of power and only face 1 - power to 
prevent A from harming B


- Practice: Children (marriage conditions), public health (vaccinations/ herd 
immunity)


- What about the role of education?


- Most liberal theorists emphasise importance of educated citizens for 
effective democracy but what shape does moral education take? 


- If about teaching people to be a good citizen then what is that?

- Marxists and Lukesians educations is a key arena to dish out third face of 

power 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